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API Documentation
Introduction
Last updated：2023-09-11 16:29:52

Tencent Cloud Blockchain RPC provides the top-performing globally-distributed decentralized infrastructure of nodes 
to empower your Web3 projects with blockchain read-write interaction capabilities.
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Supported Chains APIS
Ethereum
Last updated：2023-09-11 16:30:07

For your Web3 application to interact with the Ethereum blockchain — either by reading blockchain data or sending 
transactions to the network — it must connect to an Ethereum node.
For this purpose, every Ethereum client implements a JSON-RPC specification, so therethere will be an uniform set of 

methods that applications can rely on regardless of the specific node or client implementation.
JSON-RPC is a stateless, light-weight remote procedure call (RPC) protocol. It defines several data structures and 
the rules around its processing. It is transport agnostic in that the concepts can be used within the same process, over 
sockets, over HTTP, or in many various message passing environments. It uses JSON as data format.

Method supported

                 ● web3_clientVersion — returns the current client version.

                 ● web3_sha3 — returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
                 ● net_version — returns the current network ID.
                 ● net_listening — returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
                 ● eth_syncing — returns data on the sync status or false.
                 ● eth_gasPrice — returns the current price per gas in WEI
                 ● eth_accounts — returns a list of addresses owned by client.

                 ● eth_blockNumber — returns the number of most recent block.
                 ● eth_getBalance — returns the balance of the account specified by address.
                 ● eth_getStorageAt — returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
                 ● eth_getTransactionCount — returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash — returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block 

hash.
                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber — returns the number of transactions in the block specified by 
number.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.

                 ● eth_getCode — returns code at an address specified.
                 ● eth_sign — returns an EIP-191 signature over the provided data.
                 ● eth_signTransaction — signs a transaction that can be submitted to the network at a later time using with 
eth_sendRawTransaction.
                 ● eth-sendTransaction — signs and submits a transaction.
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                 ● eth_sendRawTransaction — creates a new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed 
transactions.
                 ● eth_call — executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.

                 ● eth_estimateGas — generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the 
transaction to complete.
                 ● eth_getBlockByHash — returns information for the block specified by block hash.
                 ● eth_getBlockByNumber — returns information for the block specified by block number.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByHash — returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.

                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information on a transaction specified by block hash 
and transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information on a transaction by block number and 
transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionReceipt — returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle 

index position.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by number and 
uncle index position.
                 ● eth_getLogs — returns logs matching the parameters specified.

web3_clientVersion

Returns the current client version.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current client version.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_clientVersion",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "Geth/v1.10.26-stable-e5eb32ac/linux-amd64/go1.18.5"

}

web3_sha3

Returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ○ <string> (data): the data to convert into a SHA3 hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the SHA3 result of the given string.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_sha3",

      "params": ["0x68656c6c6f20776f726c64"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x47173285a8d7341e5e972fc677286384f802f8ef42a5ec5f03bbfa254cb01fad"

}

net_version

Returns the current network ID.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current network ID.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_version",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "1"

}

net_listening

Returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <boolean>: true when listening, otherwise false.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_listening",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": true

}

eth_syncing

Returns an object with data about the sync status or false.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <object>|<boolean>: an object with sync status data or FALSE, when not syncing:
                 ○ startingBlock (quantity): the block at which the import started (will only be reset, after the sync reached its 
head).
                 ○ currentBlock (quantity): the current block, same as eth_blockNumber.

                 ○ highestBlock (quantity): the estimated highest block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_syncing",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example(syncing)
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": {

        "startingBlock": "0x384",

        "currentBlock": "0x386",

        "highestBlock": "0x454"

    }

}
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Response example(not syncing)

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": false

}

eth_gasPrice

Returns the current price per gas in wei.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current gas price in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_gasPrice",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x2b2a3ec91"

}

eth_accounts

Returns a list of addresses owned by client.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <array> (string; data, 20 bytes): addresses owned by the client.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_accounts",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": [

        "0x407d73d8a49eeb85d32cf465507dd71d507100c1"

    ]

}

eth_blockNumber
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Returns the number of most recent block.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current block number the client is on.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_blockNumber",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xf5f277"

}

eth_getBalance
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Returns the balance of the account specified by address.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ● <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to check for balance.
                 ● <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current balance in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBalance",

      "params": ["0x8D97689C9818892B700e27F316cc3E41e17fBeb9", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x2c85c3ecfcb5fb"

}

eth_getStorageAt

Returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address of the storage (hex encoded).
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a slot position in the storage (hex encoded unsigned integer).
             \\3.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the value at this storage position.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getStorageAt",

      "params": ["0x295a70b2de5e3953354a6a8344e616ed314d7251", "0x0", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000"

}

eth_getTransactionCount

Returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions send from this address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionCount",

      "params": ["0x8D97689C9818892B700e27F316cc3E41e17fBeb9", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x9"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash

Returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash",

      "params": ["0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b70a48

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x7b"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber

Returns the number of transactions in the block specified by number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged  outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber",

      "params": ["latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xb6"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block's hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash",

      "params": ["0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b70a48

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this  block can be re-orged 
out of the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the  set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber",

      "params": ["0xc5043f"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x1"

}

eth_getCode

Returns code at a given address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to get the code from.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the code from the given address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getCode",

      "params": ["0xa94f5374fce5edbc8e2a8697c15331677e6ebf0b", "0x2"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x"

}

eth_sign

Returns an EIP-191 signature over the provided data.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address.
             \\2.     <string> (data, N bytes): a message to sign.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): an EIP-191 signature.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_sign",

      "params": ["0x9b2055d370f73ec7d8a03e965129118dc8f5bf83", "0xdeadbeaf"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xa3f20717a250c2b0b729b7e5becbff67fdaef7e0699da4de7ca5895b02a170a12d

}

eth_signTransaction

Signs a transaction that can be submitted to the network at a later time using with eth_sendRawTransaction.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ■ from (string; data, 20 bytes; required): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ■ to (string; data, 20 bytes; optional for contract creation): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ■ gas (string; quantity; optional; default: 90000): the gas provided for the transaction execution.

                 ■ gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ■ value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ■ data (string; data): the compiled code of a contract OR the hash of the invoked  method signature and 
encoded parameters.
                 ■ nonce (string; quantity; optional): a nonce; allows to overwrite your own pending transactions that use the 
same nonce.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current client version.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_signTransaction",

    "params": [

        {

            "data": "0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8d46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f07244567505

            "from": "0xb60e8dd61c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f07233155",

            "gas": "0x76c0",

            "gasPrice": "0x9184e72a000",
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            "to": "0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f07244567",

            "value": "0x9184e72a",

            "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe"

        }

    ],

    "id": 1

}'

Response example

{
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    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xa3f20717a250c2b0b729b7e5becbff67fdaef7e0699da4de7ca5895b02a170a12d

}

eth_sendTransaction

Signs and submits a transaction.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).

                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ■ from (string; data, 20 bytes; required): the address the transaction is sent from.

                 ■ to (string; data, 20 bytes; optional for contract creation): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ■ gas (string; quantity; optional; default: 90000): the gas provided for the transaction execution.
                 ■ gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ■ value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ■ data (string; data): the compiled code of a contract OR the hash of the invoked method signature and 
encoded parameters.

                 ■ nonce (string; quantity; optional): a nonce; allows to overwrite your own pending transactions that use the 
same nonce.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data, 32 bytes): the transaction hash, or the zero hash if the transaction is not yet available.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_sendTransaction",

    "params": [

        {

            "data": "0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8d46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f07244567505

            "from": "0xb60e8dd61c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f07233155",

            "gas": "0x76c0",

            "gasPrice": "0x9184e72a000",
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            "to": "0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f07244567",

            "value": "0x9184e72a"

        }

    ],

    "id": 1

}'

Response example

{

    "id": 1,
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    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xe670ec64341771606e55d6b4ca35a1a6b75ee3d5145a99d05921026d1527331"

}

eth_sendRawTransaction

Creates new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed transactions.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
\\1. <string> (data): the signed transaction data.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data, 32 bytes): the transaction hash, or the zero hash if the transaction is not yet available.
Use eth_getTransactionReceipt to get the contract address, after the transaction was mined, when you created a 
contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_sendRawTransaction",

    "params": ["0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8d46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f072445675058bb8e

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xe670ec64341771606e55d6b4ca35a1a6b75ee3d5145a99d05921026d1527331"

}

eth_call

Executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ■ from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ■ to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ■ gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ■ gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ■ value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ■ data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (hex encoded bytes): the return value of executed contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_call",

    "params": [{"from":null,"to":"0x6b175474e89094c44da98b954eedeac495271d0f","data

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000858898f93629000"

}

eth_estimateGas

Generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the transaction to complete.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ● to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ● gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ● value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ● data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ● earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ● finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ● safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ● latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ● pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the amount of gas used.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_estimateGas",

    "params": [{"from":null,"to":"0x6b175474e89094c44da98b954eedeac495271d0f","data

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x5de2"

}

eth_getBlockByHash

Returns information for the block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the block's hash.
             \\2.     <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:
                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.

                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.
                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.

                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.
                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.

                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.
                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.

                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByHash",

      "params": ["0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21a

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getBlockByNumber

Returns information for the block specified by block number.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
                 ■ <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
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                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByNumber",

      "params": ["0x1b4", true],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByHash

Returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a transaction hash.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.

                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
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                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByHash",

      "params": ["0x88df016429689c079f3b2f6ad39fa052532c56795b733da78a91ebe6a713944

      "id": 1
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    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0x1d59ff54b1eb26b013ce3cb5fc9dab3705b415a67127a003c3e61eb445b

        "blockNumber": "0x5daf3b",

        "from": "0xa7d9ddbe1f17865597fbd27ec712455208b6b76d",
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        "gas": "0xc350",

        "gasPrice": "0x4a817c800",

        "hash": "0x88df016429689c079f3b2f6ad39fa052532c56795b733da78a91ebe6a713944b

        "input": "0x68656c6c6f21",

        "nonce": "0x15",

        "to": "0xf02c1c8e6114b1dbe8937a39260b5b0a374432bb",

        "transactionIndex": "0x41",

        "value": "0xf3dbb76162000",

        "type": "0x0",

        "chainId": "0x1",

        "v": "0x25",

        "r": "0x1b5e176d927f8e9ab405058b2d2457392da3e20f328b16ddabcebc33eaac5fea",

        "s": "0x4ba69724e8f69de52f0125ad8b3c5c2cef33019bac3249e2c0a2192766d1721c"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction specified by block hash and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.

             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.

                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.

                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.
                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
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                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b70a48
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      "id": 1

    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b7

        "blockNumber": "0xc4fa88",
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        "from": "0x4e0c43c30964b80c37df90d229e668823b6f36b6",

        "gas": "0x34ed8",

        "gasPrice": "0x6c088e200",

        "hash": "0xd0f7b79f2b38a5e8303ff523da621d6cb04a18e722d6cc0bcce75309cd804b2e

        "input": "0x38ed1739000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000012f211da6

        "nonce": "0x26",

        "to": "0x03f7724180aa6b939894b5ca4314783b0b36b329",

        "transactionIndex": "0x2",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x0",

        "chainId": "0x1",

        "v": "0x25",

        "r": "0x43284f337fce4ab4225dd123935934ebd12067440d8a2a05ac297c2d0f62d8ab",

        "s": "0x3827daa345b9b30ecef4df256a72059ca04106dee07a6a97ba5b4b719550cde3"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction by block number and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 

assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
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                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.

                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc5043f", "0x2"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xa917fcc721a5465a484e9be17cda0cc5493933dd3bc70c9adbee192cb41

        "blockNumber": "0xc5043f",

        "from": "0x829bd824b016326a401d083b33d092293333a830",

        "gas": "0x33450",

        "gasPrice": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdf8d8677c9cd5f81d8ee3663a4a64ce7fe93d35fcb46004529e77394630f8e11

        "input": "0x",
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        "nonce": "0xa16562",

        "to": "0x6e2edc2af25cd5704d99ba73ac7ece701f50192d",

        "transactionIndex": "0x2",

        "value": "0x20b9632b7dc0a3e",

        "type": "0x0",

        "v": "0x26",

        "r": "0x6fd8d85d440c87e894898ce7c12725eb994d416b0843ae5ddb0f188bc21ac9a2",

        "s": "0x47fe6bc7bb3ddc8d579509fed960934ab8ed6004152e62b2abca6639393b8e77"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionReceipt

Returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.

Returns

                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.
                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.

                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 

the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 
creation, otherwise null.

                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.
                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:
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                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionReceipt",

      "params": ["0x85d995eba9763907fdf35cd2034144dd9d53ce32cbec21349d4b12823c6860c
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      "id": 1

    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xa957d47df264a31badc3ae823e10ac1d444b098d9b73d204c40426e57f4

        "blockNumber": "0xeff35f",
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        "contractAddress": null,

        "cumulativeGasUsed": "0xa12515",

        "effectiveGasPrice": "0x5a9c688d4",

        "from": "0x6221a9c005f6e47eb398fd867784cacfdcfff4e7",

        "gasUsed": "0xb4c8",

        "logs": [

            {

                "address": "0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2",

                "topics": [

                    "0x8c5be1e5ebec7d5bd14f71427d1e84f3dd0314c0f7b2291e5b200ac8c7c3

                    "0x0000000000000000000000006221a9c005f6e47eb398fd867784cacfdcff

                    "0x0000000000000000000000001e0049783f008a0085193e00003d00cd5400

                ],

                "data": "0xffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff

                "blockNumber": "0xeff35f",

                "transactionHash": "0x85d995eba9763907fdf35cd2034144dd9d53ce32cbec2

                "transactionIndex": "0x66",

                "blockHash": "0xa957d47df264a31badc3ae823e10ac1d444b098d9b73d204c40

                "logIndex": "0xfa",

                "removed": false

            }

        ],

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "status": "0x1",

        "to": "0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2",

        "transactionHash": "0x85d995eba9763907fdf35cd2034144dd9d53ce32cbec21349d4b1

        "transactionIndex": "0x66",

        "type": "0x2"

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the hash of a block.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns
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                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.
                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.

                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 

the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 
creation, otherwise null.
                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:
                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc6ef2fc5426d6ad6fd9e2a26abeab0aa2411b7ab17f30a99d3cb96aed1d1055

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by number and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
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                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x29c", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x57f117f5c",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f76312e302e302f77696e646f77732f676f312e342e32",

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0x932bdf904546a2287a2c9b2ede37925f698a7657484b172d4e5184f80bdd464d

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0x5bf5e9cf9b456d6591073513de7fd69a9bef04bc",
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        "mixHash": "0x4500aa4ee2b3044a155252e35273770edeb2ab6f8cb19ca8e732771484462

        "nonce": "0x24732773618192ac",

        "number": "0x299",

        "parentHash": "0xa779859b1ee558258b7008bbabff272280136c5dd3eb3ea3bfa8f6ae03

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x21d",

        "stateRoot": "0x2604fbf5183f5360da249b51f1b9f1e0f315d2ff3ffa1a4143ff221ad9c

        "timestamp": "0x55ba4827",

        "totalDifficulty": "0xc46826a2c6a",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getLogs

Returns an array of all logs matching a given filter object.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     object: the filter options:

                 ○ fromBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.

                 ○ toBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.
                 ○ address (array of strings; data, 20 bytes; optional): a contract address or a list of addresses from which 

logs should originate.
                 ○ topics (array of strings; data; optional): an array of 32 bytes data topics. Topics are order-dependent. Each 
topic can also be an array of data with "or" options.
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                 ○ blockhash (string; data, 32 bytes; optional; future): with the addition of EIP-234, blockHash will be a new 
filter option which restricts the logs returned to the single block with the 32-byte hash blockHash. Using blockHash is 
equivalent to fromBlock = toBlock = the block number with hash blockHash. If blockHash is present in the filter criteria, 

then neither fromBlock nor toBlock are allowed.

Returns

                 ● removed (string; tag): true when the log was removed, due to a chain reorganization; false if it's a valid log.
                 ● logIndex (string; quantity): the log index position in the block; null when it's a pending log.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position log was created from; null when it's a 
pending log.

                 ● transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transactions this log was created from; null when it's 
a pending log.
                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null when 
it's a pending log.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): the number of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null 
when it's a pending log.

                 ● address (string; data, 20 bytes): an address from which this log originated.
                 ● data (string; data): contains one or more 32 bytes non-indexed arguments of the log.
                 ● topics (array of strings; data): an array of 0 to 4 32 bytes data of indexed log arguments. (In solidity: The 
first topic is the hash of the signature of the event (e.g. Deposit(address,bytes32,uint256)), except you declared the 
event with the anonymous specifier.)

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/eth \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getLogs",

      "params": [{"address": "0xdAC17F958D2ee523a2206206994597C13D831ec7"}],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": [

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000009acbb72cf67103a30333a32cd203459c6a9c3311

                "0x000000000000000000000000994871e1103c5da4be270365fa62771ea4525520

            ],
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            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001ec3

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0xc7ed73c9b219d4243872e5993ad2950c8ea87d15af28562d3

            "transactionIndex": "0x1e",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x13",

            "removed": false

        },

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000005879975799597392c031f10b6eff282cb7974ac8

                "0x0000000000000000000000006d52ab66340f3f78d0c1007bec484268876b5948

            ],

            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0x0118499f7be4c3510bd60fe3a3aee5f5f316743b6cc13a8cb

            "transactionIndex": "0x20",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x14",

            "removed": false

        }

    ]

}
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Polygon
Last updated：2023-09-11 16:30:19

Polygon is a scaling solution for public blockchains. Polygon PoS supports all the existing Ethereum tooling along with 
faster and cheaper transactions.
In order for your Web3 application to interact with Polygon — either by reading blockchain data or sending 

transactions to the network — it must connect to a Polygon node. Developers interact with the blockchain using the 
methods provided by the API.
The API interaction follows the JSON-RPC which is a stateless, light-weight remote procedure call (RPC) protocol. It 
defines several data structures and the rules around their processing. It is transport agnostic in that the concepts can 
be used within the same process, over sockets, over HTTP, or in other message-passing environments. It uses JSON 

(RFC 4627) as data format.

Method Supported

                 ● web3_clientVersion — returns the current client version.
                 ● web3_sha3 — returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
                 ● net_version — returns the current network ID.
                 ● net_listening — returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
                 ● eth_protocolversion — returns the current Ethereum protocol version.

                 ● eth_syncing — returns data on the sync status or false.
                 ● eth_gasPrice — returns the current price per gas in wei.
                 ● eth_accounts — returns a list of addresses owned by client.
                 ● eth_blockNumber — returns the number of most recent block.
                 ● eth_getBalance — returns the balance of the account specified by address.

                 ● eth_getStorageAt — returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
                 ● eth_getTransactionCount — returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash — returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block 
hash.
                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber — returns the number of transactions in the block specified by 

number.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
                 ● eth_getCode — returns code at an address specified.
                 ● eth_sendRawTransaction — creates a new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed 
transactions.

                 ● eth_call — executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
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                 ● eth_estimateGas — generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the 
transaction to complete.
                 ● eth_getBlockByHash — returns information for the block specified by block hash.

                 ● eth_getBlockByNumber — returns information for the block specified by block number.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByHash — returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information on a transaction specified by block hash 
and transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information on a transaction by block number and 

transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionReceipt — returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle 
index position.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by number and 
uncle index position.

                 ● eth_getLogs — returns logs matching the parameters specified.

web3_clientVersion

Returns the current client version.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current client version.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_clientVersion",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "bor/v0.3.3-stable/linux-amd64/go1.19.3",

    "id": 1

}

web3_sha3

Returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ○ <string> (data): the data to convert into a SHA3 hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the SHA3 result of the given string.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_sha3",

      "params": ["0x68656c6c6f20776f726c64"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x47173285a8d7341e5e972fc677286384f802f8ef42a5ec5f03bbfa254cb01fad"

}

net_version

Returns the current network ID.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current network ID.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_version",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "137"

}

net_listening

Returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <boolean>: true when listening, otherwise false.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_listening",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": true

}

eth_protocolVersion

Returns the current Ethereum protocol version.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current Ethereum protocol version.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_protocolVersion",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0x42",

    "id": 1

}

eth_syncing

Returns an object with data about the sync status or false.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <object>|<boolean>: an object with sync status data or FALSE, when not syncing:
                 ○ startingBlock (quantity): the block at which the import started (will only be reset, after the sync reached its 
head).
                 ○ currentBlock (quantity): the current block, same as eth_blockNumber.

                 ○ highestBlock (quantity): the estimated highest block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_syncing",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example(syncing)
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": {

        "startingBlock": "0x384",

        "currentBlock": "0x386",

        "highestBlock": "0x454"

    }

}
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Response example(not syncing)

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": false

}

eth_gasPrice

Returns the current price per gas in wei.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current gas price in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_gasPrice",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x3495ba9628"

}

eth_accounts

Returns a list of addresses owned by client.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <array> (string; data, 20 bytes): addresses owned by the client.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_accounts",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": [

        "0x407d73d8a49eeb85d32cf465507dd71d507100c1"

    ]

}

eth_blockNumber
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Returns the number of most recent block.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current block number the client is on.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_blockNumber",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x25915f9"

}

eth_getBalance
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Returns the balance of the account specified by address.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ● <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to check for balance.
                 ● <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current balance in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBalance",

      "params": ["0x7670a5B3Ae9E4408d34F06d1530a0076516E6b97", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x2f2283fc8f9bc004"

}

eth_getStorageAt

Returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address of the storage (hex encoded).
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a slot position in the storage (hex encoded unsigned integer).
             \\3.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the value at this storage position.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getStorageAt",

      "params": ["0x295a70b2de5e3953354a6a8344e616ed314d7251", "0x0", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000"

}

eth_getTransactionCount

Returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions send from this address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionCount",

      "params": ["0xc4Cb6cB969e8b4e309Ab98E4Da51b77887aFaD96", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xe471"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash

Returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash",

      "params": ["0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad04275de

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x3e"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber

Returns the number of transactions in the block specified by number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged  outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber",

      "params": ["0x2591606"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x3e"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block's hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash",

      "params": ["0x6326ed6707a6c28b52994295610963173655a1d127ea637f174ed733d66d482

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this  block can be re-orged 
out of the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the  set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_clientVersion",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0"

}

eth_getCode

Returns code at a given address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to get the code from.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the code from the given address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getCode",

      "params": ["0xb1398c4D958B97c181Df60148678f04eCEc62c69", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x"

}

eth_sendRawTransaction

Creates new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed transactions.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
\\1. <string> (data): the signed transaction data.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data, 32 bytes): the transaction hash, or the zero hash if the transaction is not yet available.
Use eth_getTransactionReceipt to get the contract address, after the transaction was mined, when you created a 
contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_sendRawTransaction",

    "params": ["0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8d46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f072445675058bb8e

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xe670ec64341771606e55d6b4ca35a1a6b75ee3d5145a99d05921026d1527331"

}

eth_call

Executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ■ from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ■ to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ■ gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ■ gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ■ value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ■ data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (hex encoded bytes): the return value of executed contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_call",

    "params": [{"from":null,"to":"0x6b175474e89094c44da98b954eedeac495271d0f","data

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000858898f93629000"

}

eth_estimateGas

Generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the transaction to complete.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ● to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ● gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ● value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ● data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ● earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ● finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ● safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ● latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ● pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the amount of gas used.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_estimateGas",

    "params": [{"from":"0x07f327929A3A3131EB4BE83f784DBD3E5C2698f8"}],

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xcf08"

}

eth_getBlockByHash

Returns information for the block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the block's hash.
             \\2.     <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:
                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.

                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.
                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.

                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.
                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.

                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.
                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.

                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByHash",

      "params": ["0x2ecac89ca5fb469d40a264575a8e4787545a1624bc2e63106a5278f7562a0a0

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "baseFeePerGas": "0x2b269c837f",

        "difficulty": "0x15",

        "extraData": "0xd682030383626f7288676f312e31392e32856c696e75780000000000000

        "gasLimit": "0x1c54f80",

        "gasUsed": "0xc4a7ea",

        "hash": "0x2ecac89ca5fb469d40a264575a8e4787545a1624bc2e63106a5278f7562a0a06

        "logsBloom": "0x44a88cee582107c20c897153ec2188e012094f11cb21160cdd001767948
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        "miner": "0x1efecb61a2f80aa34d3b9218b564a64d05946290",

        "mixHash": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x0000000000000000",

        "number": "0x2591605",

        "parentHash": "0x55b416e4027b725889a605e2b10fa64529736f82ab27aa3fb3c34a052b

        "receiptsRoot": "0x96a49aa0cea28bc29f294c2a8c3d23f2399308f9e00132e829f1573d

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0xc79d",

        "stateRoot": "0x01602f08f81a8dcf887c90bc766d1c2b774acb4f859ccf662bb56c81810

        "timestamp": "0x63ef666d",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x262bac54",

        "transactions": [

            "0x3d88238b3d314dbe50c9402a91ef284044704ab68643d51253a6fa2e885268bd",

            "0xc70418ba35358b0ac6a03a86972f2f802d684df5d493b480bb1e40db9b2e1858",

            "0xbed1d31688226cb5018323bdfc616ae56b0e4e2599487781f4cab12402db8d9d",

            "0xcafa76ed823b2fcb390cfb39709dee38b877069962b0c26790af1d4b02bd06d9",

            "0xbaaf6e7fbcc7e7c7916b0c2be8eeae5d7d69a040931e2378ced71911498c6488",

            "0x3bf1d3067da0a920eb4a3a2401d62fb21f9a4d957ec6117f02d83d7a3f069b6b",

            "0x18e8411b139b4e2beb3d20892b262fe5f33589211d1b501dfb52badff6a5b750",

            "0xd81cc2fac01c759aab1535c2d5cdec393111e2dff157b382b1a747f73dd97c58",

            "0x2b5933e4c7f27b495e4a9558238528b395025670a15fe3d405cbff66267d5baa",

            "0x63915c6ab03ea8d94f25ea36d6a27b7bf5b9506a32ca06b879f65d7c9627367d",

            "0xcdd2c222ab4683b49d472d4c687c4f20372a708515ea20f3a73f73ad82700b64",

            "0x6c6a1f58e587674322d15159527b69ae00105d297f71fc872d19c2426f45faf0",

            "0x17624f68372ad9407b12c319907488c323968cc20285d74e68d4295ad148346d",

            "0x6f0ffef0df4cd61c5a9d0ef2eea026714933d64f8b5e3992739bde2c47a8fba5",

            "0x0ac25864c0bf55e41a1355e2291a5f66e1ea3959166f14e92490dd9123c71026",

            "0x1d762d9a04bb5cc4169a133c56d8f816e3dc202c857d93d3ed1ed68f3495ba7e",

            "0x214805e9125236cc5467147763fc2b526db023e900f4657b4dda04dfe3555f7a",

            "0xc24bb4416cfb909b232ea36a13b9aa67462f0cf255b1e34cd31a4ffa6e24f186",

            "0xcbeaedfbfd47786285a767457fefe95ca0b95d354d17d769bfaba1b6cb4050ad",

            "0x4f2d18b4aa023901c44e355354dcaadaf28a948ae8aebd5747398985b45d8656"

        ],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x609fb2e2ec4fb7ea27ac99ca20b889bfb169ac499141a28ad2d0

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getBlockByNumber

Returns information for the block specified by block number.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
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                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
                 ■ <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByNumber",

      "params": ["0x2591606", false],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "baseFeePerGas": "0x2acb3b0370",

        "difficulty": "0x15",

        "extraData": "0xd682030383626f7288676f312e31392e32856c696e75780000000000000

        "gasLimit": "0x1c5c0d2",

        "gasUsed": "0x80dd78",

        "hash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad04275de8

        "logsBloom": "0x642190c2480c0661464990b88020342b244608074111480b05020260046
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        "miner": "0x1efecb61a2f80aa34d3b9218b564a64d05946290",

        "mixHash": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x0000000000000000",

        "number": "0x2591606",

        "parentHash": "0x2ecac89ca5fb469d40a264575a8e4787545a1624bc2e63106a5278f756

        "receiptsRoot": "0xc78b075c3a837e517909ec2dff426466fa0741f9b20421b8f845d1e9

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x8662",

        "stateRoot": "0x8cc1816fcab8d2c9ffee9787ccc57ef3ca622b3fccd4b0fee4a0f91823f

        "timestamp": "0x63ef666f",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x262bac69",

        "transactions": [

            "0x0a9675514d58d1d7e08e9199b01dc8f63c5945a50e4453de29633a71d186eeee",

            "0xb4d9c864f9185adac1eec4821e5b31eb0a33b6600d09baf8eae07a99e5be8316",

            "0xc05729de4a044c8c209c6187024e8521c1699a50e771a010dfd6e70769637432",

            "0x71ea98d3dbda4eee53a93dd76b09bfa7ce57bc5dbafeddfe6c2a0cd0d02fce23",

            "0x013469cad8707b697921345917a72217e1f41a696a17485e27af1ff053b58cd0",

            "0xfceb59ecfaf4409f54235d7743e383dd701b109375c9b287cba9aaa340794e9c",

            "0x7c49f7e6495ae42b8c86cb1465389484c3ddfdca8a7c20b5cee82ed7d8ae93aa",

            "0xf031a21b0f4d7fb40ba881af3971b859192c3e4688353d4bdafb176e1c793649",

            "0x9e133c0283f3929c869de120670e5fe19a103e1856680f2452127f7e98679c1d",

            "0x179fc2fa1302c7e6282bc1c7cb822f5d9bfb71f3d2351417375927d51374bed1",

            "0xfd7ce56bc28ab7953361107763b36b7be75ee2d2843fc25d54ab19ebce4d8b66",

            "0xfdb99d3ddf8fa4a089e1bfa1dfbae7a92f6e60a1f005595d4942e72a72d84aa7",

            "0xcf7dec7ec0b13137b922e9ffb8b2f5b43170e5ab2e5c533623d776f32500370d",

            "0x3fff45a981339c7b98364e768e179b6859a356af862282220584ea2961f2defa",

            "0x8a8aa374f35cdfb4efb1bd0295b0211624c8a7337f7f59d70fc56a6e6e5ae789",

            "0xe9fac677086ed07947ae5d0f9ebeadcf5a1982f60d8b52f5fcfdbb0598a6d91c",

            "0x7d4a006b40dd4bd3690a17c6ff039322933042e6b6c7322fb20ec21265d1184d",

            "0x38c43494c7c0d8f3793409f1826c47c24e2d890bb8ad857a5c2d8c1e30eb314f",

            "0x9deb6f25163c000682ede123720852a05ca481b4181365c1432aa4cdd190c9cc",

            "0x176a650f618c823849581f962031b3ab22b59932699c57525cc475f9db4c1dae"

        ],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x04819e988c4e7056bd2584b14cdb6322b821a5e5f7aeea8456d7

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByHash

Returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
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                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a transaction hash.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.

                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByHash",

      "params": ["0x8dfbca3cbea2acedc50e318207b625fd4d6844d746313a8c116ff51c4b0a647

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "from": "0x65bf36d6499a504100eb504f0719271f5c4174ec",

        "gas": "0x493e0",

        "gasPrice": "0x34ba1383ab",

        "maxFeePerGas": "0x1ddec2e843b",

        "maxPriorityFeePerGas": "0x9eed8803b",
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        "hash": "0x8dfbca3cbea2acedc50e318207b625fd4d6844d746313a8c116ff51c4b0a6475

        "input": "0x6a7612020000000000000000000000002791bca1f2de4661ed88a30c99a7a94

        "nonce": "0x2bd98c",

        "to": "0x476d58bd39ed586f357c8a830e9ef8a89d5ec4fa",

        "transactionIndex": "0x25",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x2",

        "accessList": [],

        "chainId": "0x89",

        "v": "0x0",

        "r": "0xba540054b6e10ef5d24957f52572b4764a846f83583f20809c4a5ae7b0855691",

        "s": "0x71fa5ec85b94ce853e151ba1ee45415ce687b92d49ed1a1832b5a42717d21e5e"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction specified by block hash and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).

                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.

                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.

                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
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                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad04275de

      "id": 1
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    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "from": "0x77bafc508a83110bdfab0e9788660ef6b802ce7d",
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        "gas": "0x61a80",

        "gasPrice": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxPriorityFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",

        "hash": "0x0a9675514d58d1d7e08e9199b01dc8f63c5945a50e4453de29633a71d186eeee

        "input": "0x7e23d5960000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x212b",

        "to": "0xf19d044ef87c272010566d5b5c3e94684b88f579",

        "transactionIndex": "0x0",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x2",

        "accessList": [],

        "chainId": "0x89",

        "v": "0x1",

        "r": "0x14c08004aaf6397c4ad0b9ec6af0031a7c20b9c8d33bbd947922ce1c975d352d",

        "s": "0x6a54d96e7d752b3983da5a5d6abe204c3394b4c1cfcbc7647752c9b125b9d5e5"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction by block number and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
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                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.

                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.

                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.
                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x2591606", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "from": "0x77bafc508a83110bdfab0e9788660ef6b802ce7d",

        "gas": "0x61a80",

        "gasPrice": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxPriorityFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",
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        "hash": "0x0a9675514d58d1d7e08e9199b01dc8f63c5945a50e4453de29633a71d186eeee

        "input": "0x7e23d5960000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x212b",

        "to": "0xf19d044ef87c272010566d5b5c3e94684b88f579",

        "transactionIndex": "0x0",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x2",

        "accessList": [],

        "chainId": "0x89",

        "v": "0x1",

        "r": "0x14c08004aaf6397c4ad0b9ec6af0031a7c20b9c8d33bbd947922ce1c975d352d",

        "s": "0x6a54d96e7d752b3983da5a5d6abe204c3394b4c1cfcbc7647752c9b125b9d5e5"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionReceipt

Returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).

                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.

Returns

                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.

                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.
                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.

                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 
the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 

creation, otherwise null.
                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.
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                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:

                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\
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-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionReceipt",

      "params": ["0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf1461e1ac2a0e69e371712

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",
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    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "contractAddress": null,

        "cumulativeGasUsed": "0x607dbf",

        "effectiveGasPrice": "0x3560bb8ea7",

        "from": "0x777ad55efc465052d6a4ab7bc75b6a15175bb399",

        "gasUsed": "0x2ab7e",

        "logs": [

            {

                "address": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

                "topics": [

                    "0xf6a97944f31ea060dfde0566e4167c1a1082551e64b60ecb14d599a9d023

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000039

                ],

                "data": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

                "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf146

                "transactionIndex": "0x23",

                "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66d

                "logIndex": "0x65",

                "removed": false

            },

            {

                "address": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

                "topics": [

                    "0x0109fc6f55cf40689f02fbaad7af7fe7bbac8a3d2186600afc7d3e10cac6

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000039

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                ],

                "data": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

                "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf146

                "transactionIndex": "0x23",

                "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66d

                "logIndex": "0x66",

                "removed": false

            },

            {

                "address": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

                "topics": [

                    "0x0559884fd3a460db3073b7fc896cc77986f16e378210ded43186175bf646

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000656

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000039

                ],

                "data": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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                "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

                "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf146

                "transactionIndex": "0x23",

                "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66d

                "logIndex": "0x67",

                "removed": false

            }

        ],

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "status": "0x1",

        "to": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

        "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf1461e1ac2a0

        "transactionIndex": "0x23",

        "type": "0x0"

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the hash of a block.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns

                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.
                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.

                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 

the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
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                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 
creation, otherwise null.
                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:
                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc6ef2fc5426d6ad6fd9e2a26abeab0aa2411b7ab17f30a99d3cb96aed1d1055

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by number and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
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                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x2B901D", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x57f117f5c",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f76312e302e302f77696e646f77732f676f312e342e32",

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0x932bdf904546a2287a2c9b2ede37925f698a7657484b172d4e5184f80bdd464d

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0x5bf5e9cf9b456d6591073513de7fd69a9bef04bc",
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        "mixHash": "0x4500aa4ee2b3044a155252e35273770edeb2ab6f8cb19ca8e732771484462

        "nonce": "0x24732773618192ac",

        "number": "0x299",

        "parentHash": "0xa779859b1ee558258b7008bbabff272280136c5dd3eb3ea3bfa8f6ae03

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x21d",

        "stateRoot": "0x2604fbf5183f5360da249b51f1b9f1e0f315d2ff3ffa1a4143ff221ad9c

        "timestamp": "0x55ba4827",

        "totalDifficulty": "0xc46826a2c6a",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getLogs

Returns an array of all logs matching a given filter object.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     object: the filter options:

                 ○ fromBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.

                 ○ toBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.
                 ○ address (array of strings; data, 20 bytes; optional): a contract address or a list of addresses from which 

logs should originate.
                 ○ topics (array of strings; data; optional): an array of 32 bytes data topics. Topics are order-dependent. Each 
topic can also be an array of data with "or" options.
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                 ○ blockhash (string; data, 32 bytes; optional; future): with the addition of EIP-234, blockHash will be a new 
filter option which restricts the logs returned to the single block with the 32-byte hash blockHash. Using blockHash is 
equivalent to fromBlock = toBlock = the block number with hash blockHash. If blockHash is present in the filter criteria, 

then neither fromBlock nor toBlock are allowed.

Returns

                 ● removed (string; tag): true when the log was removed, due to a chain reorganization; false if it's a valid log.
                 ● logIndex (string; quantity): the log index position in the block; null when it's a pending log.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position log was created from; null when it's a 
pending log.

                 ● transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transactions this log was created from; null when it's 
a pending log.
                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null when 
it's a pending log.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): the number of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null 
when it's a pending log.

                 ● address (string; data, 20 bytes): an address from which this log originated.
                 ● data (string; data): contains one or more 32 bytes non-indexed arguments of the log.
                 ● topics (array of strings; data): an array of 0 to 4 32 bytes data of indexed log arguments. (In solidity: The 
first topic is the hash of the signature of the event (e.g. Deposit(address,bytes32,uint256)), except you declared the 
event with the anonymous specifier.)

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/polygon \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getLogs",

      "params": [{"address": "0x5Da70A90CaAf7015DE9754709400a97A988476DB"}],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": [

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000009acbb72cf67103a30333a32cd203459c6a9c3311

                "0x000000000000000000000000994871e1103c5da4be270365fa62771ea4525520

            ],
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            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001ec3

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0xc7ed73c9b219d4243872e5993ad2950c8ea87d15af28562d3

            "transactionIndex": "0x1e",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x13",

            "removed": false

        },

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000005879975799597392c031f10b6eff282cb7974ac8

                "0x0000000000000000000000006d52ab66340f3f78d0c1007bec484268876b5948

            ],

            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0x0118499f7be4c3510bd60fe3a3aee5f5f316743b6cc13a8cb

            "transactionIndex": "0x20",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x14",

            "removed": false

        }

    ]

}
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BNB Smart Chain
Last updated：2023-09-11 16:32:05

BNB Smart Chain is an innovative solution to bring prograTmmability and interoperability to Beacon Chain. BNB 
Smart Chain relies on a system of 50 validators with Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA) consensus that can support 
short block time and lower fees. The most bonded validator candidates of staking will become validators and produce 

blocks. The double-sign detection and other slashing logic guarantee security, stability, and chain finality.
The BNB Smart Chain also supports EVM-compatible smart contracts and protocols. Cross-chain transfer and other 
communication are possible due to native support of interoperability.
The BNB Smart Chain highlights:
                 ● EVM Compatible

                 ● Proof of Staked Authority
                 ● Cross-Chain Transfer
                 ● Block time ~3 seconds
In order for your Web3 application to interact with BNB Smart Chain — either by reading blockchain data or sending 
transactions to the network — it must connect to a BNB Smart Chain node. Developers interact with the blockchain 
using the methods provided by the API.

The API interaction follows the JSON-RPC which is a stateless, light-weight remote procedure call (RPC) protocol. It 
defines several data structures and the rules around their processing. It is transport agnostic in that the concepts can 
be used within the same process, over sockets, over HTTP, or in many various message passing environments. It 
uses JSON (RFC 4627) as data format.

Method Supported

                 ● web3_clientVersion — returns the current client version.

                 ● web3_sha3 — returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
                 ● net_version — returns the current network ID.
                 ● net_listening — returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
                 ● eth_syncing — returns data on the sync status or false.
                 ● eth_gasPrice — returns the current price per gas in wei.

                 ● eth_accounts — returns a list of addresses owned by client.
                 ● eth_blockNumber — returns the number of most recent block.
                 ● eth_getBalance — returns the balance of the account specified by address.
                 ● eth_getStorageAt — returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
                 ● eth_getTransactionCount — returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
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                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash — returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block 
hash.
                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber — returns the number of transactions in the block specified by 

number.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
                 ● eth_getCode — returns code at an address specified.
                 ● eth_sendRawTransaction — creates a new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed 

transactions.
                 ● eth_call — executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
                 ● eth_estimateGas — generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the 
transaction to complete.
                 ● eth_getBlockByHash — returns information for the block specified by block hash.
                 ● eth_getBlockByNumber — returns information for the block specified by block number.

                 ● eth_getTransactionByHash — returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information on a transaction specified by block hash 
and transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information on a transaction by block number and 
transaction index position.

                 ● eth_getTransactionReceipt — returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle 
index position.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by number and 
uncle index position.

                 ● eth_getLogs — returns logs matching the parameters specified.

web3_clientVersion

Returns the current client version.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current client version.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_clientVersion"

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "Geth/v1.1.18-03ff2992/linux-amd64/go1.17.13"

}

web3_sha3

Returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ○ <string> (data): the data to convert into a SHA3 hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the SHA3 result of the given string.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_sha3",

      "params": ["0x68656c6c6f20776f726c64"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x47173285a8d7341e5e972fc677286384f802f8ef42a5ec5f03bbfa254cb01fad"

}

net_version

Returns the current network ID.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current network ID.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_version",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "56"

}

net_listening

Returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <boolean>: true when listening, otherwise false.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_listening",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": true

}

eth_syncing

Returns an object with data about the sync status or false.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <object>|<boolean>: an object with sync status data or FALSE, when not syncing:
                 ○ startingBlock (quantity): the block at which the import started (will only be reset, after the sync reached its 
head).
                 ○ currentBlock (quantity): the current block, same as eth_blockNumber.

                 ○ highestBlock (quantity): the estimated highest block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_syncing",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": {

        "startingBlock": "0x384",

        "currentBlock": "0x386",

        "highestBlock": "0x454"

    }

}
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eth_gasPrice

Returns the current price per gas in wei.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current gas price in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_gasPrice",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x12a05f200"

}

eth_accounts

Returns a list of addresses owned by client.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <array> (string; data, 20 bytes): addresses owned by the client.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_accounts",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": [

        "0x407d73d8a49eeb85d32cf465507dd71d507100c1"

    ]

}

eth_blockNumber
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Returns the number of most recent block.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current block number the client is on.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_blockNumber",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x1841b06"

}

eth_getBalance
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Returns the balance of the account specified by address.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ● <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to check for balance.
                 ● <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current balance in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBalance",

      "params": ["0x8D97689C9818892B700e27F316cc3E41e17fBeb9", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x2c85c3ecfcb5fb"

}

eth_getStorageAt

Returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address of the storage (hex encoded).
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a slot position in the storage (hex encoded unsigned integer).
             \\3.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the value at this storage position.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getStorageAt",

      "params": ["0x295a70b2de5e3953354a6a8344e616ed314d7251", "0x0", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000"

}

eth_getTransactionCount

Returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions send from this address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionCount",

      "params": ["0x8D97689C9818892B700e27F316cc3E41e17fBeb9", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x9"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash

Returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash",

      "params": ["0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b70a48

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x7b"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber

Returns the number of transactions in the block specified by number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged  outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber",

      "params": ["0x36c1d18"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xb6"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block's hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash",

      "params": ["0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b70a48

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this  block can be re-orged 
out of the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the  set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber",

      "params": ["0xc5043f"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x1"

}

eth_getCode

Returns code at a given address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to get the code from.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the code from the given address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getCode",

      "params": ["0xa94f5374fce5edbc8e2a8697c15331677e6ebf0b", "0x2"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x"

}

eth_sendRawTransaction

Creates new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed transactions.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
\\1. <string> (data): the signed transaction data.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data, 32 bytes): the transaction hash, or the zero hash if the transaction is not yet available.
Use eth_getTransactionReceipt to get the contract address, after the transaction was mined, when you created a 
contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_sendRawTransaction",

    "params": ["0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8d46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f072445675058bb8e

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xe670ec64341771606e55d6b4ca35a1a6b75ee3d5145a99d05921026d1527331"

}

eth_call

Executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ■ from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ■ to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ■ gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ■ gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ■ value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ■ data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (hex encoded bytes): the return value of executed contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_call",

    "params": [{"from":null,"to":"0x6b175474e89094c44da98b954eedeac495271d0f","data

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000858898f93629000"

}

eth_estimateGas

Generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the transaction to complete.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ● to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ● gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ● value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ● data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ● earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ● finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ● safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ● latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ● pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the amount of gas used.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_estimateGas",

    "params": [{"from":null,"to":"0x6b175474e89094c44da98b954eedeac495271d0f","data

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x53b8"

}

eth_getBlockByHash

Returns information for the block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the block's hash.
             \\2.     <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:
                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.

                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.
                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.

                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.
                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.

                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.
                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.

                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByHash",

      "params": ["0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21a

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getBlockByNumber

Returns information for the block specified by block number.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
                 ■ <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
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                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByNumber",

      "params": ["0x1b4", true],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByHash

Returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a transaction hash.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.

                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
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                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByHash",

      "params": ["0x88df016429689c079f3b2f6ad39fa052532c56795b733da78a91ebe6a713944

      "id": 1
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    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0x1d59ff54b1eb26b013ce3cb5fc9dab3705b415a67127a003c3e61eb445b

        "blockNumber": "0x5daf3b",

        "from": "0xa7d9ddbe1f17865597fbd27ec712455208b6b76d",
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        "gas": "0xc350",

        "gasPrice": "0x4a817c800",

        "hash": "0x88df016429689c079f3b2f6ad39fa052532c56795b733da78a91ebe6a713944b

        "input": "0x68656c6c6f21",

        "nonce": "0x15",

        "to": "0xf02c1c8e6114b1dbe8937a39260b5b0a374432bb",

        "transactionIndex": "0x41",

        "value": "0xf3dbb76162000",

        "type": "0x0",

        "chainId": "0x1",

        "v": "0x25",

        "r": "0x1b5e176d927f8e9ab405058b2d2457392da3e20f328b16ddabcebc33eaac5fea",

        "s": "0x4ba69724e8f69de52f0125ad8b3c5c2cef33019bac3249e2c0a2192766d1721c"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction specified by block hash and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.

             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.

                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.

                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.
                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
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                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b70a48
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      "id": 1

    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0x829df9bb801fc0494abf2f443423a49ffa32964554db71b098d332d87b7

        "blockNumber": "0xc4fa88",
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        "from": "0x4e0c43c30964b80c37df90d229e668823b6f36b6",

        "gas": "0x34ed8",

        "gasPrice": "0x6c088e200",

        "hash": "0xd0f7b79f2b38a5e8303ff523da621d6cb04a18e722d6cc0bcce75309cd804b2e

        "input": "0x38ed1739000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000012f211da6

        "nonce": "0x26",

        "to": "0x03f7724180aa6b939894b5ca4314783b0b36b329",

        "transactionIndex": "0x2",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x0",

        "chainId": "0x1",

        "v": "0x25",

        "r": "0x43284f337fce4ab4225dd123935934ebd12067440d8a2a05ac297c2d0f62d8ab",

        "s": "0x3827daa345b9b30ecef4df256a72059ca04106dee07a6a97ba5b4b719550cde3"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction by block number and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 

assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
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                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.

                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc5043f", "0x2"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xa917fcc721a5465a484e9be17cda0cc5493933dd3bc70c9adbee192cb41

        "blockNumber": "0xc5043f",

        "from": "0x829bd824b016326a401d083b33d092293333a830",

        "gas": "0x33450",

        "gasPrice": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdf8d8677c9cd5f81d8ee3663a4a64ce7fe93d35fcb46004529e77394630f8e11

        "input": "0x",
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        "nonce": "0xa16562",

        "to": "0x6e2edc2af25cd5704d99ba73ac7ece701f50192d",

        "transactionIndex": "0x2",

        "value": "0x20b9632b7dc0a3e",

        "type": "0x0",

        "v": "0x26",

        "r": "0x6fd8d85d440c87e894898ce7c12725eb994d416b0843ae5ddb0f188bc21ac9a2",

        "s": "0x47fe6bc7bb3ddc8d579509fed960934ab8ed6004152e62b2abca6639393b8e77"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionReceipt

Returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.

Returns

                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.
                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.

                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 

the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 
creation, otherwise null.

                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.
                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:
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                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionReceipt",

      "params": ["0x3c9329b765d88c03d18f87dc1f2b5138c89d9a415d5c73dc7827b87aca176c8
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      "id": 1

    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xa957d47df264a31badc3ae823e10ac1d444b098d9b73d204c40426e57f4

        "blockNumber": "0xeff35f",
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        "contractAddress": null,

        "cumulativeGasUsed": "0xa12515",

        "effectiveGasPrice": "0x5a9c688d4",

        "from": "0x6221a9c005f6e47eb398fd867784cacfdcfff4e7",

        "gasUsed": "0xb4c8",

        "logs": [

            {

                "address": "0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2",

                "topics": [

                    "0x8c5be1e5ebec7d5bd14f71427d1e84f3dd0314c0f7b2291e5b200ac8c7c3

                    "0x0000000000000000000000006221a9c005f6e47eb398fd867784cacfdcff

                    "0x0000000000000000000000001e0049783f008a0085193e00003d00cd5400

                ],

                "data": "0xffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff

                "blockNumber": "0xeff35f",

                "transactionHash": "0x85d995eba9763907fdf35cd2034144dd9d53ce32cbec2

                "transactionIndex": "0x66",

                "blockHash": "0xa957d47df264a31badc3ae823e10ac1d444b098d9b73d204c40

                "logIndex": "0xfa",

                "removed": false

            }

        ],

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "status": "0x1",

        "to": "0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2",

        "transactionHash": "0x85d995eba9763907fdf35cd2034144dd9d53ce32cbec21349d4b1

        "transactionIndex": "0x66",

        "type": "0x2"

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the hash of a block.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns
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                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.
                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.

                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 

the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 
creation, otherwise null.
                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:
                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc6ef2fc5426d6ad6fd9e2a26abeab0aa2411b7ab17f30a99d3cb96aed1d1055

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by number and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
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                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x29c", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x57f117f5c",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f76312e302e302f77696e646f77732f676f312e342e32",

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0x932bdf904546a2287a2c9b2ede37925f698a7657484b172d4e5184f80bdd464d

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0x5bf5e9cf9b456d6591073513de7fd69a9bef04bc",
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        "mixHash": "0x4500aa4ee2b3044a155252e35273770edeb2ab6f8cb19ca8e732771484462

        "nonce": "0x24732773618192ac",

        "number": "0x299",

        "parentHash": "0xa779859b1ee558258b7008bbabff272280136c5dd3eb3ea3bfa8f6ae03

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x21d",

        "stateRoot": "0x2604fbf5183f5360da249b51f1b9f1e0f315d2ff3ffa1a4143ff221ad9c

        "timestamp": "0x55ba4827",

        "totalDifficulty": "0xc46826a2c6a",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getLogs

Returns an array of all logs matching a given filter object.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     object: the filter options:

                 ○ fromBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.

                 ○ toBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.
                 ○ address (array of strings; data, 20 bytes; optional): a contract address or a list of addresses from which 

logs should originate.
                 ○ topics (array of strings; data; optional): an array of 32 bytes data topics. Topics are order-dependent. Each 
topic can also be an array of data with "or" options.
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                 ○ blockhash (string; data, 32 bytes; optional; future): with the addition of EIP-234, blockHash will be a new 
filter option which restricts the logs returned to the single block with the 32-byte hash blockHash. Using blockHash is 
equivalent to fromBlock = toBlock = the block number with hash blockHash. If blockHash is present in the filter criteria, 

then neither fromBlock nor toBlock are allowed.

Returns

                 ● removed (string; tag): true when the log was removed, due to a chain reorganization; false if it's a valid log.
                 ● logIndex (string; quantity): the log index position in the block; null when it's a pending log.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position log was created from; null when it's a 
pending log.

                 ● transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transactions this log was created from; null when it's 
a pending log.
                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null when 
it's a pending log.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): the number of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null 
when it's a pending log.

                 ● address (string; data, 20 bytes): an address from which this log originated.
                 ● data (string; data): contains one or more 32 bytes non-indexed arguments of the log.
                 ● topics (array of strings; data): an array of 0 to 4 32 bytes data of indexed log arguments. (In solidity: The 
first topic is the hash of the signature of the event (e.g. Deposit(address,bytes32,uint256)), except you declared the 
event with the anonymous specifier.)

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/bsc \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getLogs",

      "params": [{"address": "0xdAC17F958D2ee523a2206206994597C13D831ec7"}],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": [

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000009acbb72cf67103a30333a32cd203459c6a9c3311

                "0x000000000000000000000000994871e1103c5da4be270365fa62771ea4525520

            ],
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            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001ec3

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0xc7ed73c9b219d4243872e5993ad2950c8ea87d15af28562d3

            "transactionIndex": "0x1e",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x13",

            "removed": false

        },

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000005879975799597392c031f10b6eff282cb7974ac8

                "0x0000000000000000000000006d52ab66340f3f78d0c1007bec484268876b5948

            ],

            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0x0118499f7be4c3510bd60fe3a3aee5f5f316743b6cc13a8cb

            "transactionIndex": "0x20",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x14",

            "removed": false

        }

    ]

}
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Scroll
Last updated：2023-10-20 17:55:50

Scroll is a zkEVM-based zkRollup on Ethereum that enables native compatibility for existing Ethereum applications 
and tools.
In order for your Web3 application to interact with Scroll — either by reading blockchain data or sending transactions 

to the network — it must connect to a Scroll node. Developers need to call RPC API to interact with the blockchain.
The API interaction follows the JSON-RPC(opens in a new tab) which is a stateless, light-weight remote procedure 
call (RPC) protocol. It defines several data structures and the rules around their processing. It is transport agnostic in 
that the concepts can be used within the same process, over sockets, over HTTP, or in other message-passing 
environments. It uses JSON (RFC 4627) as data format.

Method Supported

                 ● web3_clientVersion — returns the current client version.
                 ● web3_sha3 — returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
                 ● net_version — returns the current network ID.
                 ● net_listening — returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
                 ● eth_syncing — returns data on the sync status or false.
                 ● eth_gasPrice — returns the current price per gas in wei.

                 ● eth_accounts — returns a list of addresses owned by client.
                 ● eth_blockNumber — returns the number of most recent block.
                 ● eth_getBalance — returns the balance of the account specified by address.
                 ● eth_getStorageAt — returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
                 ● eth_getTransactionCount — returns the number of transactions sent from an address.

                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash — returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block 
hash.
                 ● eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber — returns the number of transactions in the block specified by 
number.
                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.

                 ● eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber — returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
                 ● eth_getCode — returns code at an address specified.
                 ● eth_sendRawTransaction — creates a new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed 
transactions.
                 ● eth_call — executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
                 ● eth_estimateGas — generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the 

transaction to complete.
                 ● eth_getBlockByHash — returns information for the block specified by block hash.
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                 ● eth_getBlockByNumber — returns information for the block specified by block number.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByHash — returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information on a transaction specified by block hash 

and transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information on a transaction by block number and 
transaction index position.
                 ● eth_getTransactionReceipt — returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle 

index position.
                 ● eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex — returns information about an uncle of a block by number and 
uncle index position.
                 ● eth_getLogs — returns logs matching the parameters specified.

web3_clientVersion

Returns the current client version.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).

                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current client version.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_clientVersion",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "Geth/v3.1.2-alpha-b986f1ea/linux-amd64/go1.20",

    "id": 1

}

web3_sha3

Returns Keccak-256 (not the standardized SHA3-256) of the given data.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ○ <string> (data): the data to convert into a SHA3 hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the SHA3 result of the given string.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_sha3",

      "params": ["0x68656c6c6f20776f726c64"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x47173285a8d7341e5e972fc677286384f802f8ef42a5ec5f03bbfa254cb01fad"

}

net_version

Returns the current network ID.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string>: the current network ID.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_version",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "534352"

}

net_listening

Returns true if client is actively listening for network connections.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <boolean>: true when listening, otherwise false.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "net_listening",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": true

}

eth_syncing

Returns an object with data about the sync status or false.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <object>|<boolean>: an object with sync status data or FALSE, when not syncing:
                 ○ startingBlock (quantity): the block at which the import started (will only be reset, after the sync reached its 
head).
                 ○ currentBlock (quantity): the current block, same as eth_blockNumber.

                 ○ highestBlock (quantity): the estimated highest block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_syncing",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example(syncing)
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": {

        "startingBlock": "0x384",

        "currentBlock": "0x386",

        "highestBlock": "0x454"

    }

}
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Response example(not syncing)

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": false

}

eth_gasPrice

Returns the current price per gas in wei.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current gas price in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_gasPrice",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x3495ba9628"

}

eth_accounts

Returns a list of addresses owned by client.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <array> (string; data, 20 bytes): addresses owned by the client.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_accounts",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": [

        "0x407d73d8a49eeb85d32cf465507dd71d507100c1"

    ]

}

eth_blockNumber
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Returns the number of most recent block.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): None.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current block number the client is on.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_blockNumber",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x25915f9"

}

eth_getBalance
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Returns the balance of the account specified by address.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).

                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
                 ● <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to check for balance.
                 ● <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the current balance in wei.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBalance",

      "params": ["0x7670a5B3Ae9E4408d34F06d1530a0076516E6b97", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x2f2283fc8f9bc004"

}

eth_getStorageAt

Returns the value from a storage position at an address specified.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address of the storage (hex encoded).
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a slot position in the storage (hex encoded unsigned integer).
             \\3.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.

                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the value at this storage position.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getStorageAt",

      "params": ["0x295a70b2de5e3953354a6a8344e616ed314d7251", "0x0", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000"

}

eth_getTransactionCount

Returns the number of transactions sent from an address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions send from this address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionCount",

      "params": ["0xc4Cb6cB969e8b4e309Ab98E4Da51b77887aFaD96", "latest"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xe471"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash

Returns the number of transactions in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByHash",

      "params": ["0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad04275de

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x3e"

}

eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber

Returns the number of transactions in the block specified by number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ○ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ○ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged  outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ○ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ○ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ○ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of transactions in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockTransactionCountByNumber",

      "params": ["0x2591606"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x3e"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block's hash.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleCountByBlockHash",

      "params": ["0x6326ed6707a6c28b52994295610963173655a1d127ea637f174ed733d66d482

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0"

}

eth_getUncleCountByBlockNumber

Returns the number of uncles in a block specified by block number.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.

                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this  block can be re-orged 
out of the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the  set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the number of uncles in this block.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "web3_clientVersion",

      "params": [],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0"

}

eth_getCode

Returns code at a given address.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 20 bytes): an address to get the code from.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 

intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 

usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data): the code from the given address.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getCode",

      "params": ["0xb1398c4D958B97c181Df60148678f04eCEc62c69", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x"

}

eth_sendRawTransaction

Creates new message call transaction or a contract creation for signed transactions.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
\\1. <string> (data): the signed transaction data.

Returns

                 ● <string> (data, 32 bytes): the transaction hash, or the zero hash if the transaction is not yet available.
Use eth_getTransactionReceipt to get the contract address, after the transaction was mined, when you created a 
contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_sendRawTransaction",

    "params": ["0xd46e8dd67c5d32be8d46e8dd67c5d32be8058bb8eb970870f072445675058bb8e

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "id": 1,

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "result": "0xe670ec64341771606e55d6b4ca35a1a6b75ee3d5145a99d05921026d1527331"

}

eth_call

Executes a new message call immediately without creating a transaction on the blockchain.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ■ from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ■ to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ■ gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ■ gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ■ value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ■ data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (hex encoded bytes): the return value of executed contract.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_call",

    "params": [{"from":null,"to":"0x6b175474e89094c44da98b954eedeac495271d0f","data

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000858898f93629000"

}

eth_estimateGas

Generates and returns an estimate of how much gas is necessary to allow the transaction to complete.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <object> (hex encoded): the transaction object:
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes; optional): the address the transaction is sent from.
                 ● to (string; data, 20 bytes): the address the transaction is directed to.
                 ● gas (string; quantity; optional): the gas provided for the transaction execution. eth_call consumes zero gas, 

but this parameter may be needed by some executions.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity; optional): the gas price willing to be paid by the sender in wei.
                 ● value (string; quantity; optional): the value sent with this transaction, in wei.
                 ● data (string; data; optional): the hash of the method signature and encoded parameters.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ● earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ● finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ● safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ● latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ● pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.

Returns

                 ● <string> (quantity): the amount of gas used.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "method": "eth_estimateGas",

    "params": [{"from":"0x07f327929A3A3131EB4BE83f784DBD3E5C2698f8"}],

    "id": 1

}'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": "0xcf08"

}

eth_getBlockByHash

Returns information for the block specified by block hash.
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Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the block's hash.
             \\2.     <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:
                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.

                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.
                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.

                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.
                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.

                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.
                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.

                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByHash",

      "params": ["0x2ecac89ca5fb469d40a264575a8e4787545a1624bc2e63106a5278f7562a0a0

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "baseFeePerGas": "0x2b269c837f",

        "difficulty": "0x15",

        "extraData": "0xd682030383626f7288676f312e31392e32856c696e75780000000000000

        "gasLimit": "0x1c54f80",

        "gasUsed": "0xc4a7ea",

        "hash": "0x2ecac89ca5fb469d40a264575a8e4787545a1624bc2e63106a5278f7562a0a06

        "logsBloom": "0x44a88cee582107c20c897153ec2188e012094f11cb21160cdd001767948
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        "miner": "0x1efecb61a2f80aa34d3b9218b564a64d05946290",

        "mixHash": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x0000000000000000",

        "number": "0x2591605",

        "parentHash": "0x55b416e4027b725889a605e2b10fa64529736f82ab27aa3fb3c34a052b

        "receiptsRoot": "0x96a49aa0cea28bc29f294c2a8c3d23f2399308f9e00132e829f1573d

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0xc79d",

        "stateRoot": "0x01602f08f81a8dcf887c90bc766d1c2b774acb4f859ccf662bb56c81810

        "timestamp": "0x63ef666d",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x262bac54",

        "transactions": [

            "0x3d88238b3d314dbe50c9402a91ef284044704ab68643d51253a6fa2e885268bd",

            "0xc70418ba35358b0ac6a03a86972f2f802d684df5d493b480bb1e40db9b2e1858",

            "0xbed1d31688226cb5018323bdfc616ae56b0e4e2599487781f4cab12402db8d9d",

            "0xcafa76ed823b2fcb390cfb39709dee38b877069962b0c26790af1d4b02bd06d9",

            "0xbaaf6e7fbcc7e7c7916b0c2be8eeae5d7d69a040931e2378ced71911498c6488",

            "0x3bf1d3067da0a920eb4a3a2401d62fb21f9a4d957ec6117f02d83d7a3f069b6b",

            "0x18e8411b139b4e2beb3d20892b262fe5f33589211d1b501dfb52badff6a5b750",

            "0xd81cc2fac01c759aab1535c2d5cdec393111e2dff157b382b1a747f73dd97c58",

            "0x2b5933e4c7f27b495e4a9558238528b395025670a15fe3d405cbff66267d5baa",

            "0x63915c6ab03ea8d94f25ea36d6a27b7bf5b9506a32ca06b879f65d7c9627367d",

            "0xcdd2c222ab4683b49d472d4c687c4f20372a708515ea20f3a73f73ad82700b64",

            "0x6c6a1f58e587674322d15159527b69ae00105d297f71fc872d19c2426f45faf0",

            "0x17624f68372ad9407b12c319907488c323968cc20285d74e68d4295ad148346d",

            "0x6f0ffef0df4cd61c5a9d0ef2eea026714933d64f8b5e3992739bde2c47a8fba5",

            "0x0ac25864c0bf55e41a1355e2291a5f66e1ea3959166f14e92490dd9123c71026",

            "0x1d762d9a04bb5cc4169a133c56d8f816e3dc202c857d93d3ed1ed68f3495ba7e",

            "0x214805e9125236cc5467147763fc2b526db023e900f4657b4dda04dfe3555f7a",

            "0xc24bb4416cfb909b232ea36a13b9aa67462f0cf255b1e34cd31a4ffa6e24f186",

            "0xcbeaedfbfd47786285a767457fefe95ca0b95d354d17d769bfaba1b6cb4050ad",

            "0x4f2d18b4aa023901c44e355354dcaadaf28a948ae8aebd5747398985b45d8656"

        ],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x609fb2e2ec4fb7ea27ac99ca20b889bfb169ac499141a28ad2d0

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getBlockByNumber

Returns information for the block specified by block number.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
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                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
                 ■ <boolean>: if true it returns the full transaction objects, if false — only the hashes of the transactions.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getBlockByNumber",

      "params": ["0x2591606", false],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "baseFeePerGas": "0x2acb3b0370",

        "difficulty": "0x15",

        "extraData": "0xd682030383626f7288676f312e31392e32856c696e75780000000000000

        "gasLimit": "0x1c5c0d2",

        "gasUsed": "0x80dd78",

        "hash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad04275de8

        "logsBloom": "0x642190c2480c0661464990b88020342b244608074111480b05020260046
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        "miner": "0x1efecb61a2f80aa34d3b9218b564a64d05946290",

        "mixHash": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x0000000000000000",

        "number": "0x2591606",

        "parentHash": "0x2ecac89ca5fb469d40a264575a8e4787545a1624bc2e63106a5278f756

        "receiptsRoot": "0xc78b075c3a837e517909ec2dff426466fa0741f9b20421b8f845d1e9

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x8662",

        "stateRoot": "0x8cc1816fcab8d2c9ffee9787ccc57ef3ca622b3fccd4b0fee4a0f91823f

        "timestamp": "0x63ef666f",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x262bac69",

        "transactions": [

            "0x0a9675514d58d1d7e08e9199b01dc8f63c5945a50e4453de29633a71d186eeee",

            "0xb4d9c864f9185adac1eec4821e5b31eb0a33b6600d09baf8eae07a99e5be8316",

            "0xc05729de4a044c8c209c6187024e8521c1699a50e771a010dfd6e70769637432",

            "0x71ea98d3dbda4eee53a93dd76b09bfa7ce57bc5dbafeddfe6c2a0cd0d02fce23",

            "0x013469cad8707b697921345917a72217e1f41a696a17485e27af1ff053b58cd0",

            "0xfceb59ecfaf4409f54235d7743e383dd701b109375c9b287cba9aaa340794e9c",

            "0x7c49f7e6495ae42b8c86cb1465389484c3ddfdca8a7c20b5cee82ed7d8ae93aa",

            "0xf031a21b0f4d7fb40ba881af3971b859192c3e4688353d4bdafb176e1c793649",

            "0x9e133c0283f3929c869de120670e5fe19a103e1856680f2452127f7e98679c1d",

            "0x179fc2fa1302c7e6282bc1c7cb822f5d9bfb71f3d2351417375927d51374bed1",

            "0xfd7ce56bc28ab7953361107763b36b7be75ee2d2843fc25d54ab19ebce4d8b66",

            "0xfdb99d3ddf8fa4a089e1bfa1dfbae7a92f6e60a1f005595d4942e72a72d84aa7",

            "0xcf7dec7ec0b13137b922e9ffb8b2f5b43170e5ab2e5c533623d776f32500370d",

            "0x3fff45a981339c7b98364e768e179b6859a356af862282220584ea2961f2defa",

            "0x8a8aa374f35cdfb4efb1bd0295b0211624c8a7337f7f59d70fc56a6e6e5ae789",

            "0xe9fac677086ed07947ae5d0f9ebeadcf5a1982f60d8b52f5fcfdbb0598a6d91c",

            "0x7d4a006b40dd4bd3690a17c6ff039322933042e6b6c7322fb20ec21265d1184d",

            "0x38c43494c7c0d8f3793409f1826c47c24e2d890bb8ad857a5c2d8c1e30eb314f",

            "0x9deb6f25163c000682ede123720852a05ca481b4181365c1432aa4cdd190c9cc",

            "0x176a650f618c823849581f962031b3ab22b59932699c57525cc475f9db4c1dae"

        ],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x04819e988c4e7056bd2584b14cdb6322b821a5e5f7aeea8456d7

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByHash

Returns information on a transaction specified by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
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                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a transaction hash.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.

                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByHash",

      "params": ["0x8dfbca3cbea2acedc50e318207b625fd4d6844d746313a8c116ff51c4b0a647

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "from": "0x65bf36d6499a504100eb504f0719271f5c4174ec",

        "gas": "0x493e0",

        "gasPrice": "0x34ba1383ab",

        "maxFeePerGas": "0x1ddec2e843b",

        "maxPriorityFeePerGas": "0x9eed8803b",
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        "hash": "0x8dfbca3cbea2acedc50e318207b625fd4d6844d746313a8c116ff51c4b0a6475

        "input": "0x6a7612020000000000000000000000002791bca1f2de4661ed88a30c99a7a94

        "nonce": "0x2bd98c",

        "to": "0x476d58bd39ed586f357c8a830e9ef8a89d5ec4fa",

        "transactionIndex": "0x25",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x2",

        "accessList": [],

        "chainId": "0x89",

        "v": "0x0",

        "r": "0xba540054b6e10ef5d24957f52572b4764a846f83583f20809c4a5ae7b0855691",

        "s": "0x71fa5ec85b94ce853e151ba1ee45415ce687b92d49ed1a1832b5a42717d21e5e"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction specified by block hash and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).

                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a block hash.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): a transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.

                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.
                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.

                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.

                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
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                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad04275de

      "id": 1
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    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "from": "0x77bafc508a83110bdfab0e9788660ef6b802ce7d",
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        "gas": "0x61a80",

        "gasPrice": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxPriorityFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",

        "hash": "0x0a9675514d58d1d7e08e9199b01dc8f63c5945a50e4453de29633a71d186eeee

        "input": "0x7e23d5960000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x212b",

        "to": "0xf19d044ef87c272010566d5b5c3e94684b88f579",

        "transactionIndex": "0x0",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x2",

        "accessList": [],

        "chainId": "0x89",

        "v": "0x1",

        "r": "0x14c08004aaf6397c4ad0b9ec6af0031a7c20b9c8d33bbd947922ce1c975d352d",

        "s": "0x6a54d96e7d752b3983da5a5d6abe204c3394b4c1cfcbc7647752c9b125b9d5e5"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information on a transaction by block number and transaction index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:
                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.

                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.
                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 

the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the transaction index position.

Returns

                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
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                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction; null when it's pending.
                 ● from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ● gas (string; quantity): the gas provided by the sender.

                 ● gasPrice (string; quantity): the gas price provided by the sender in wei.
                 ● hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the transaction.
                 ● input (string; data): the data send along with the transaction.
                 ● nonce (string; quantity): the number of transactions made by the sender prior to this one.
                 ● to (string: data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver: null when it's a contract creation transaction.

                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transaction index position in the block; null when it's pending.
                 ● value (string; quantity): the value transferred in wei.
                 ● v (string; quantity): ECDSA recovery ID.
                 ● r (string; quantity): ECDSA signature r.
                 ● s (string; quantity): ECDSA signature s.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x2591606", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "from": "0x77bafc508a83110bdfab0e9788660ef6b802ce7d",

        "gas": "0x61a80",

        "gasPrice": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxPriorityFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",

        "maxFeePerGas": "0x168e3330c00",
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        "hash": "0x0a9675514d58d1d7e08e9199b01dc8f63c5945a50e4453de29633a71d186eeee

        "input": "0x7e23d5960000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "nonce": "0x212b",

        "to": "0xf19d044ef87c272010566d5b5c3e94684b88f579",

        "transactionIndex": "0x0",

        "value": "0x0",

        "type": "0x2",

        "accessList": [],

        "chainId": "0x89",

        "v": "0x1",

        "r": "0x14c08004aaf6397c4ad0b9ec6af0031a7c20b9c8d33bbd947922ce1c975d352d",

        "s": "0x6a54d96e7d752b3983da5a5d6abe204c3394b4c1cfcbc7647752c9b125b9d5e5"

    }

}

eth_getTransactionReceipt

Returns the receipt of a transaction by transaction hash.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).

                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.

Returns

                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.

                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.
                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.

                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 
the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 

creation, otherwise null.
                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.
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                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:

                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example

curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\
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-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getTransactionReceipt",

      "params": ["0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf1461e1ac2a0e69e371712

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example

{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",
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    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66dc6dad042

        "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

        "contractAddress": null,

        "cumulativeGasUsed": "0x607dbf",

        "effectiveGasPrice": "0x3560bb8ea7",

        "from": "0x777ad55efc465052d6a4ab7bc75b6a15175bb399",

        "gasUsed": "0x2ab7e",

        "logs": [

            {

                "address": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

                "topics": [

                    "0xf6a97944f31ea060dfde0566e4167c1a1082551e64b60ecb14d599a9d023

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000039

                ],

                "data": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

                "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf146

                "transactionIndex": "0x23",

                "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66d

                "logIndex": "0x65",

                "removed": false

            },

            {

                "address": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

                "topics": [

                    "0x0109fc6f55cf40689f02fbaad7af7fe7bbac8a3d2186600afc7d3e10cac6

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000039

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                ],

                "data": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

                "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf146

                "transactionIndex": "0x23",

                "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66d

                "logIndex": "0x66",

                "removed": false

            },

            {

                "address": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

                "topics": [

                    "0x0559884fd3a460db3073b7fc896cc77986f16e378210ded43186175bf646

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000656

                    "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000039

                ],

                "data": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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                "blockNumber": "0x2591606",

                "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf146

                "transactionIndex": "0x23",

                "blockHash": "0xc2696012418986efd674f775d95fbc1d6e0a80ce66aa222f66d

                "logIndex": "0x67",

                "removed": false

            }

        ],

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "status": "0x1",

        "to": "0x310990e8091b5cf083fa55f500f140cfbb959016",

        "transactionHash": "0xa9309df0fb8e16f292a476bf2e73b17d542fc594bf1461e1ac2a0

        "transactionIndex": "0x23",

        "type": "0x0"

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by hash and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.

                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (data, 32 bytes): the hash of a block.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns

                 ● object: a transaction receipt object, or null when no receipt was found:
                 ○ transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transaction.
                 ○ transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position in the block.

                 ○ blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ blockNumber (string; quantity): a number of the block containing the transaction.
                 ○ from (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the sender.
                 ○ to (string; data, 20 bytes): an address of the receiver; null when it's a contract creation transaction.
                 ○ cumulativeGasUsed (string; quantity): the total amount of gas used when this transaction was executed in 

the block.
                 ○ effectiveGasPrice (string; quantity): the sum of the base fee and tip paid per unit of gas.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the amount of gas used by this specific transaction alone.
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                 ○ contractAddress (string; data, 20 bytes): the contract address created, if the transaction was a contract 
creation, otherwise null.
                 ○ logs (array): an array of log objects, which this transaction generated.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): a bloom filter for light clients to quickly retrieve related logs.
                 ○ type (string; data): the transaction type, 0x00 for legacy transactions, 0x01 for access list types, 0x02 for 
dynamic fees. It also returns either of the following:
                 ■ root (string; data, 32 bytes): a post-transaction stateroot (pre Byzantium).
                 ■ status (string; quantity): either 1 (success) or 0 (failure).

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockHashAndIndex",

      "params": ["0xc6ef2fc5426d6ad6fd9e2a26abeab0aa2411b7ab17f30a99d3cb96aed1d1055

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x4ea3f27bc",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f4c5649562f76312e302e302f6c696e75782f676f312e342e3

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0xdc0818cf78f21a8e70579cb46a43643f78291264dda342ae31049421c82d21ae

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0xbb7b8287f3f0a933474a79eae42cbca977791171",
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        "mixHash": "0x4fffe9ae21f1c9e15207b1f472d5bbdd68c9595d461666602f2be20daf5e7

        "nonce": "0x689056015818adbe",

        "number": "0x1b4",

        "parentHash": "0xe99e022112df268087ea7eafaf4790497fd21dbeeb6bd7a1721df161a6

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x220",

        "stateRoot": "0xddc8b0234c2e0cad087c8b389aa7ef01f7d79b2570bccb77ce48648aa61

        "timestamp": "0x55ba467c",

        "totalDifficulty": "0x78ed983323d",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex

Returns information about an uncle of a block by number and uncle index position.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     <string> (quantity|tag): either the hex value of a block number or one of the following block tags:

                 ■ earliest: the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ finalized: the most recent crypto-economically secure block; cannot be re-orged outside of manual 
intervention driven by community coordination.
                 ■ safe: the most recent block that is safe from re-orgs under honest majority and certain synchronicity 
assumptions.

                 ■ latest: the most recent block in the canonical chain observed by the client; this block can be re-orged out of 
the canonical chain even under healthy/normal conditions.
                 ■ pending: a sample next block built by the client on top of the latest and containing the set of transactions 
usually taken from local mempool. In other words, it is the block that has not been mined yet.
             \\2.     <string> (quantity): the uncle's index position.

Returns

                 ● <object>: a block object, or null when no block was found:

                 ○ number (string; quantity): the block number; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ hash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the block; null when it's a pending block.
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                 ○ parentHash (string; data, 32 bytes): the hash of the parent block.
                 ○ nonce (string; data, 8 bytes): the hash of the generated proof-of-work; null when it's a pending block.
                 ○ sha3Uncles (string; data, 32 bytes): SHA3 of the uncles data in the block.

                 ○ logsBloom (string; data, 256 bytes): the bloom filter for the logs of the block. null when its pending block.
                 ○ transactionsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the transaction trie of the block.
                 ○ stateRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the final state trie of the block.
                 ○ receiptsRoot (string; data, 32 bytes): the root of the receipts trie of the block.
                 ○ miner (string; data, 20 bytes): the address of the beneficiary to whom the mining rewards were given.

                 ○ difficulty (string; quantity): the difficulty for this block.
                 ○ totalDifficulty (string; quantity): the total difficulty of the chain until this block.
                 ○ extraData (string; data): the extra data field of this block.
                 ○ size (string; quantity): the size of this block in bytes.
                 ○ gasLimit (string; quantity): the maximum gas allowed in this block.
                 ○ gasUsed (string; quantity): the total used gas by all transactions in this block.

                 ○ timestamp (string; quantity): the unix timestamp for when the block was collated.
                 ○ transactions (array of strings): an array of transaction objects, or 32 bytes transaction hashes depending 
on the last given parameter.
                 ○ uncles (array of strings): an array of uncle hashes.

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getUncleByBlockNumberAndIndex",

      "params": ["0x2B901D", "0x0"],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": {

        "difficulty": "0x57f117f5c",

        "extraData": "0x476574682f76312e302e302f77696e646f77732f676f312e342e32",

        "gasLimit": "0x1388",

        "gasUsed": "0x0",

        "hash": "0x932bdf904546a2287a2c9b2ede37925f698a7657484b172d4e5184f80bdd464d

        "logsBloom": "0x00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

        "miner": "0x5bf5e9cf9b456d6591073513de7fd69a9bef04bc",
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        "mixHash": "0x4500aa4ee2b3044a155252e35273770edeb2ab6f8cb19ca8e732771484462

        "nonce": "0x24732773618192ac",

        "number": "0x299",

        "parentHash": "0xa779859b1ee558258b7008bbabff272280136c5dd3eb3ea3bfa8f6ae03

        "receiptsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc001622fb5

        "sha3Uncles": "0x1dcc4de8dec75d7aab85b567b6ccd41ad312451b948a7413f0a142fd40

        "size": "0x21d",

        "stateRoot": "0x2604fbf5183f5360da249b51f1b9f1e0f315d2ff3ffa1a4143ff221ad9c

        "timestamp": "0x55ba4827",

        "totalDifficulty": "0xc46826a2c6a",

        "transactions": [],

        "transactionsRoot": "0x56e81f171bcc55a6ff8345e692c0f86e5b48e01b996cadc00162

        "uncles": []

    }

}

eth_getLogs

Returns an array of all logs matching a given filter object.

Parameters

                 ● id (integer; required): a request ID (example: 1).
                 ● jsonrpc (string; required): a JSON RPC spec used (example: 2.0).
                 ● method (string; required): a method used for the request.
                 ● params (array; required): 
             \\1.     object: the filter options:

                 ○ fromBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.

                 ○ toBlock (string; quantity|tag; optional; default: "latest"): either the block number or one of the following 
block tags:
                 ■ latest: for the last mined block.
                 ■ earliest: for the lowest numbered block available on the client.
                 ■ pending: for not yet mined transactions.
                 ○ address (array of strings; data, 20 bytes; optional): a contract address or a list of addresses from which 

logs should originate.
                 ○ topics (array of strings; data; optional): an array of 32 bytes data topics. Topics are order-dependent. Each 
topic can also be an array of data with "or" options.
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                 ○ blockhash (string; data, 32 bytes; optional; future): with the addition of EIP-234, blockHash will be a new 
filter option which restricts the logs returned to the single block with the 32-byte hash blockHash. Using blockHash is 
equivalent to fromBlock = toBlock = the block number with hash blockHash. If blockHash is present in the filter criteria, 

then neither fromBlock nor toBlock are allowed.

Returns

                 ● removed (string; tag): true when the log was removed, due to a chain reorganization; false if it's a valid log.
                 ● logIndex (string; quantity): the log index position in the block; null when it's a pending log.
                 ● transactionIndex (string; quantity): the transactions index position log was created from; null when it's a 
pending log.

                 ● transactionHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the transactions this log was created from; null when it's 
a pending log.
                 ● blockHash (string; data, 32 bytes): a hash of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null when 
it's a pending log.
                 ● blockNumber (string; quantity): the number of the block containing the log; null when it's pending; null 
when it's a pending log.

                 ● address (string; data, 20 bytes): an address from which this log originated.
                 ● data (string; data): contains one or more 32 bytes non-indexed arguments of the log.
                 ● topics (array of strings; data): an array of 0 to 4 32 bytes data of indexed log arguments. (In solidity: The 
first topic is the hash of the signature of the event (e.g. Deposit(address,bytes32,uint256)), except you declared the 
event with the anonymous specifier.)

Request example
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curl -X POST https://www.tencentcloud-rpc.com/v1/scroll \\

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \\

-d '{

      "jsonrpc": "2.0",

      "method": "eth_getLogs",

      "params": [{"address": "0x5Da70A90CaAf7015DE9754709400a97A988476DB"}],

      "id": 1

    }'

Response example
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{

    "jsonrpc": "2.0",

    "id": 1,

    "result": [

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000009acbb72cf67103a30333a32cd203459c6a9c3311

                "0x000000000000000000000000994871e1103c5da4be270365fa62771ea4525520

            ],
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            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001ec3

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0xc7ed73c9b219d4243872e5993ad2950c8ea87d15af28562d3

            "transactionIndex": "0x1e",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x13",

            "removed": false

        },

        {

            "address": "0xdac17f958d2ee523a2206206994597c13d831ec7",

            "topics": [

                "0xddf252ad1be2c89b69c2b068fc378daa952ba7f163c4a11628f55a4df523b3ef

                "0x0000000000000000000000005879975799597392c031f10b6eff282cb7974ac8

                "0x0000000000000000000000006d52ab66340f3f78d0c1007bec484268876b5948

            ],

            "data": "0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            "blockNumber": "0xf6289d",

            "transactionHash": "0x0118499f7be4c3510bd60fe3a3aee5f5f316743b6cc13a8cb

            "transactionIndex": "0x20",

            "blockHash": "0x1e12377f0357320c0e5cfcadc2dfbc9c75fc339be668e118c34e433

            "logIndex": "0x14",

            "removed": false

        }

    ]

}


